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ABSTRACT
Since the inauguration of blockchain technology 11 years ago, cryptocurrencies and their
purposes have been among the principal topics in the tech and finance industries. Despite
undergoing various slumps, such as the December 2017 fever pitch, cryptocurrencies have
continued to attract massive attention from both experienced and amateur investors. This regular
attention has seen some of the leading tokens increase their value in the past year by more than
200 percent, with some registering a value increase of about 7000 percent. Besides value growth,
the crypto market is also surging at a blistering pace. According to Statista, the number of
participants in the crypto market has grown from 35 million in 2018 to 101 million in 2020,

representing a 188 percent growth. International finance propounds that although the number of
businesses accepting crypto payments is still disputable, projections indicate that over 100
thousand merchants accept virtual currencies as a formal mode of payment.
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INTRODUCTION
DOGELONFLOKI Token is a new dog meme in town on the Binance Smart Chain. Being a mixed
breed it combines the best of all the dog memes. Watch out for this underdog.
DOGELONFLOKI Token is the first REWARDS token that was released on Binance Smart Chain,
with a mechanism that distributes rewards in BUSD to holders automatically.

This means that with DOGELONFLOKI Token, holders can get a genuine source of passive
income paid out in fiat USD equivalent, simply by holding the token.
DOGELONFLOKI Token is a super deflationary coin on the BSC (Binance Smart Chain)
exchange that never stops pumping through the use of its deflationary techniques and income

generation.
DOGELONFLOKI Token will be different from regular meme tokens because it will be about
generating real profits for investors. Profits from NFT’s and token’s P2E sales will be used to buy
back $DOGELONFLOKI, further boosting the token price.
Come join the DOGELONFLOKI today!
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OVERVIEW
DOGELONFLOKI is a deflationary and liquidity generation protocol that aims to directly
reward its holders while systematically increasing liquidity.
This is funded by a 15% tax taken from every transaction on the Buy and a 15% tax on the
Sell.
The protocol has a permanently increasing-price floor, with all investors earning additional
DOGELONFLOKI tokens just for holding. Our marketing and development funds are to further
expand our reach to the global community and achieve our profitable utilities to our investors.

MISSION
The main goal of DOGELONFLOKI is to let people earn money. It will provide holders with a safe
and secure contract with immeasurable upside and incentives to hold. Commitment to the mission
is why DOGELONFLOKI has the best rewards reflections on BSC.
DISTRIBUTE WEALTH to the rightful owners consistently and dependably. DOGELONFLOKI
users will inherently benefit from holding DOGELONFLOKI tokens for extended amounts of time.
The token itself is specifically engineered to provide an incentive for adoption and use cases. The
more adoption/use-cases we create; the more volume we'll have which will amplify our
tokenomics: Reflection and LP Acquisition. The DOGELONFLOKI Use wallet is also growing in
part with our tokenomics. There are many things that it will be used for, including, but not limited
to, marketing, business development, charity donations, scholarship funding, manual burns,
community events, and giveaways. We will be actively exploring use-cases as we continue to
move forward with the project and updating this section.
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VALUES
COMMUNITY
DOGELONFLOKI seeks to be a haven within the BSC community and wider crypto space. The
DOGELONFLOKI community is considerate, engaging, inclusive, and smart. Diamond handholders know the true value of holding DOGELONFLOKI and are committed to community
participation and outreach, creating vibrant channels of engagement on Telegram, Twitter, and
Discord.
This is a true community token, made possible by the community. Many dedicated, valued, and
passionate holders have taken the initiative to let their personalities shine through active
participation and continue to spread the word.

OPENNESS
DOGELONFLOKI prides itself on its transparency and the value that transparency and
earnestness represent in the (crypto) world. This means having open communication: listening to
and being responsive to the voices within the community.

TRUST
Trust is paramount. Cryptocurrency is akin to the wild wild west, especially when it comes to the
landscape of Binance Smart Chain. DOGELONFLOKI has sought to establish itself as a token for
the people with honesty and transparency so that there need not be any doubt in holding the
token.
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Longevity
DOGELONFLOKI’s tokenomics allow for long-term growth especially since 15% of each buy and
2% of each transaction go to liquidity. This ensures a very healthy liquidity pool. Having launched
at a very low market cap. DOGELONFLOKI is the epitome of an engaged and strong community,
committed team, and volunteers. We believe organic growth is the best growth, is the most
sustainable, and poises the project for longevity.’s success.
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TOKENOMICS
Total Supply

1,000,000,000,000,000

Token Name

DOGELONFLOKI

Symbol

$DOGELONFLOKI

Decimals

00

10% Rewards

1% Buyback and Burn

2% Liquidity Pool

2% Marketing and Dev

Buy Tax is 15%
10% Rewards

1% Buyback and Burn

2% Liquidity Pool

2% Marketing and Dev

Sell Tax is 15%
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
45% - Pinksale.Finance presale & locked liquidity.

20% - staking; tokens locked in reserve for upcomming staking utility.

15% - Exchanges: tokens locked in reserve for upcomming listing on exchanges.

15% - Burned: sent to '0x00....000dead' wallet at token launch.

5% - Marketing; the only team wallet. blacklisted within the contract to ensure cannot be sold or
transferred. collected rewards used to pay for moderators, development and team.
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LIQUIDITY POOL
DOGELONFLOKI will be launched with an initial supply of liquidity in the form of
DOGELONFLOKI LP Tokens which will then be locked for a 3 months period.
Additional liquidity is automatically added to DOGELONFLOKI from the fees that are generated
from each transaction . The fee is added to the liquidity pool by transforming it into
DOGELONFLOKI tokens. Consequently, the token has a permanently increasing price floor in
addition to effectively reducing circulating supply of DOGELONFLOKI tokens for added value and
price stability of the token.

TOKEN BURN
Following launch, 15% of the total supply of DOGELONFLOKI tokens was sent to a dead wallet
address, permanently reducing the supply with more manual burns to come.
As the dead wallet address is classified as a DOGELONFLOKI token holder, it also receives a
share of each transaction fee. Each share is burned leading to persistently reducing circulating
supply of DOGELONFLOKI tokens.
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ROADMAP
phase 1
Token Launch
Website Release
PancakeSwap Listing
Reddit marketing
Dashboard v1

phase 2
1000+ Twitter followers
1000+ Telegram members
1000+ Holders
Dashboard v2
Influencer marketing

phase 3
Discord server launch
CoinMarketCap Untracked
Twitter partnerships
Official subreddit
Dashboard v3

phase 4
BscScan data listing
2500+ Twitter followers
CoinMarketCap tracked listing
CoinGecko listing
CoinBase listing

phase 5
2500+ TG members
Youtube channel
Dashboard v4 + Calculator
Dessert finance audit
Website v2
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CONCLUSION
The DOGELONFLOKI Token community started out as just an idea. What could happen with no
centralized team, no funding, and no direct leadership? Could decentralization actually work?
Could we follow the perfect storm of digital currencies, like BTC or DOGE, except perpetuate
something that is fully community-driven, instead?
This is the beginning of a new era for decentralized communities. When the time is right (because
good things can't be rushed), $DOGELONFLOKI will be the crucial point of contact between the
decentralized world and global communities, allowing us to actualize our vision of the widespread
adoption of cryptocurrency. Again, we would like to say thank you to each and every one of you.
Without your participation, none of this would be possible.

It's time for us to begin.

www.dogelonfloki.net
https://t.me/dogelonfloki
twitter.com/DOGELONFLOKI
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